
the future Of Mining: technOlOgy and 
innOVatiOn in the 21st century 
The global mining industry, in the first decade of the 21st 
century, shows notable progress from the end of the 20th 
century. In the past 10 years, demand for commodities 
including gold has surged, leading to a decade-long run in the 
gold price. Simultaneously, as the shallower, higher-grade areas 
are being mined out, there has been an industry-wide increase 
in underground mining and the mining of lower-grade ore. 
This has been accompanied by increased pressure to reduce 
energy consumption and CO2 emissions. 

In South Africa, these challenges have been compounded by 
the increasing depth of mining operations. This has posed a 
challenge to companies to investigate innovative technical 
solutions to address operational challenges and ensure 
continued sustainability of mining into the future. 

The Technology Innovation Consortium was established 
by AngloGold Ashanti to develop innovative technological 
solutions, improve safety and enhance mining efficiencies by 
collaborating with industry partners as well as partners beyond 
traditional mining borders. The Consortium makes use of a 
three-stage strategy to realise the step changes needed in the 
current mining paradigm. 

Stage 1 – good progress

In Stage 1, Phase 1 of the project, the Consortium is focused 
on eliminating the need for blasting and removing people 
from higher-risk areas and activities in order to create a safe 
and continuous mining process. The project’s efforts in 2012 
focused on addressing these challenges with the conceptual 
design of a new mining method, and the prototyping and 
testing of key technologies. These include reverse-circulation 
technology for geological drilling, machines for reef boring as 
well as the application of unique ultra-high strength backfill. 

Reverse-circulation drilling ensures accelerated geological 
information. Tests were conducted at TauTona mine to assess 
the performance of the machine in a deep-level underground 

environment. Enhanced orebody information is a critical 
ingredient in transforming the mining method from its current 
labour-intensive process to a continuous mechanical method. 

In reef boring, the first prototype raisebore machine completed 
five test reef holes using a double pass technique. Further tests 
using a second prototype raisebore machine have commenced, 
making use of a single-pass technique. The second prototype 
machine is more powerful, and has resulted in increased drilling 
rates by incorporating improved forward-and-backward thrust 
and rotation control. 

Substantial progress has also been made in the design and 
testing of ultra-high strength backfill. Surface tests were 
successfully concluded to establish whether the product could 
be pumped over the required distances, and also to achieve 
the backfill strength needed for the reef-boring application at 
TauTona mine. Construction of an underground plant for a 
batch mixing application was completed during February 2013 
with planning in place to fill the holes drilled during the reef-
boring tests. Planning for the testing and engineering design of 
a bulk underground application is underway, and testing started 
in March 2013. These tests involve pumping of the product over 
greater distances as well as the viability of continuous mixing as 
opposed to the batch mixing processes.

In 2012, the Consortium conducted extensive studies on a 
block of ground that was selected at Great Noligwa mine. The 
area was used to model the intended technologies selected 
for the project and included not only mine design but also 
support elements for the mining process such as water, energy 
and ventilation. The results of the research are captured in a 
feasibility report that is scheduled to be finalised by the end of 
the first quarter in 2013. 

Stages 2 and 3 – longer-term goals

Stage 2 and Stage 3 of the Consortium continue to investigate 
“intelligent mining” and “gold on tap” respectively. Intelligent 
mining looks at optimising and automating the Stage 1 
processes with information communication technology 
leading the way, while Stage 3 investigates long-range 
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remote location drilling and subsequent in-situ leaching of 
orebodies. By optimising mining processes, the Consortium 
aims to achieve significant improvements in areas such as 
energy usage. The envisaged benefits of a mechanical, 
automated mining method, when compared with our current 
conventional method, is firstly to reduce energy consumption 
but also to experiment in the areas of the efficient storage and 
potential generation of renewable energy into the future. 

While working towards transforming and shifting the current 
technology paradigm in South Africa, the Consortium’s work 
is also focused on addressing the socio-economic and labour 
issues. The local communities that host us will benefit from 
this development through secondary industries that are likely 
to emerge and operate off-surface. An opportunity exists to 
contribute to local economies through the internal procurement 
process as prescribed in the Mineral and Petroleum Resources 
Development Act. Internally and in line with the Mine Health 
and Safety Act, this development will assist with operational 
efficiency and also address safety challenges as we aim to 
optimise production output. A new skills base is likely to be 
created to service and support the project, and therefore a 
reasonable number of scarce skills will be transferred as we 
migrate to the new mining paradigm. 

We believe that people are an important and integral part of 
the business. The Consortium makes use of a wide variety of 
skills with its open innovation platform. The open innovation 
paradigm reinvents the traditional research and development 
process by facilitating collaboration within an open network. 
While traditional, closed innovation implies that a company 
exercises control over the ideas generated around a specific 

topic, open innovation encourages collaboration between 
various companies and parties not necessarily associated with 
the mining industry. One of the major benefits of open innovation 
is the speed at which results are produced. By making use of 
the skills of many subject experts, each invested in the results 
of collaboration, solutions can be found at considerable speed.  
While this chosen paradigm provides ample opportunity for 
participation, the Consortium is also mindful that up-skilling of 
the current labour force in local communities will be required to 
meet the demands of new technologies. 
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